


 

WHO 
 

Once again LIVE VISION & MIXPEDITION have teamed up to present EUROPE with a once in a life time tour for the 
ages.  With a collaboration of BOOM-BAP, GOLDEN ERA, and LYRICAL WORDPLAY, complimented with topnotch 
entertainment, by performers that are talented to rock any venue. 
 
We present THE MIXTAPE SERIES – starring;  
 

• BIG TWINS                  (Mobb Deep) 
• TRISTATE                    (Planet Asia / Durag Dynasty) 
• RICH KIDD                   (Kendrick Lamar, Jay Electronica, Young Guru) 
• HARM FRANKLIN       (Largest single of 2020 / Stunnin) 

 
An evening of HARD-HITTING HIP HOP, represented by North America’s brilliant talent. 
 

 

WHEN 
 

EUROPE 2024                      May 15, 2024 to June 8, 2024 
 

        WHERE 
 

UNITED KINGDOM / FRANCE / NETHERLANDS / GERMANY / LUXEMBOURG / DENMARK / SPAIN / ITALY 
 

WHAT 
 

ASKING PRICE:                       1500- 2500 EUROS (Wed / Thu / Fri / Sat) 
• Rate is determined by day of week, size of venue 
• All rates are negotiable 

 
                                                   500- 1000 EUROS (Sun / Mon / Tue) 
 
RIDER REQUEST:                   4 Rooms (3 stars +) / Gas Share 75 EUROS / 4-6 meals  
                                                 

• Mechanical Rider / Personal Rider will send on request 
  
PERFORMANCE LENGTH:       3hrs including DJ SET x 2 

 

HOW 
 

Interested in booking or seeking more information, please contact our representatives at live.vision.mgmt@gmail.com  
  
 

WWW.MIXPEDITION.CA 



 



  
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
https://music.apple.com/ca/artist/rich-kidd/274840905    
 
 
https://www.youtube.com/user/ridgewaymusic 
 
 
www.instagram.com/richkiddbeats  

 
 

 
In 2009, rap artists Busta Rhymes and Billy Danze from MOP released the song "Undescribable" using a Rich Kidd production. That same 
year, performing artist K-os released his fourth studio album which included the single "I Wish I Knew Natalie Portman" featuring Nelly 
Furtado and Saukrates produced by Rich Kidd. We On Some Rich Kidd Shit Vol. 3 was released in July 2009, featuring "The Search" a song 
featuring Drake and Saukrates 
  
in 2010 Rich Kidd performed at Canadian Hip Hop festival Manifesto, and received production credits on Shad's Juno award-winning album 
TSOL with the song "Listen".  He received a nomination for Producer of the Year at the 2010 Stylus awards and returned the following year 
to five nominations including an award for Artist Mixtape of the Year. 
 
In 2011, Kendrick Lamar stated in an interview that Rich Kidd is a Canadian artist he would like to work with.  The two have unreleased 
material that was recorded before Kendrick started working on Good Kid, M.A.A.D. City. Jay-Z's engineer, Young Guru, has said that Rich 
Kidd is one of his favorite producers due to him being exposed to his production on the unreleased Jay Electronica album: "Act II" 
 
In 2012, Rich Kidd released an instrumental mixtape Kiddstrumentals and his first studio album The Closers along 
with Vancouver MC SonReal which landed him a Juno Nomination for Rap Recording of the Year and another nomination for Hip Hop Video 
of the Year for the song "Hometown". 
 
In April 2013, Rich Kidd released his most complete solo full length project In My Opinion which features singles "SYKE", "Can I Get A [Bom 
Bom]", and "I'd Be Lying". The album was nominated for a Juno Award in 2014. In March 2013, the CBC named Rich Kidd "your favourite 
Canadian rapper's favourite rapper" in their top 25 list.  
 
In 2015, Rich Kidd along with rappers Adam Bomb and Tona were nominated for and won the Juno Award for Best Rap Recording beating 
out Drake protege P. Reign. This same year they won the Sirius XM Indie award for Best Hip Hop/Rap Group.  
 
 

 

      
 
 

 



 



 
 

Harm Franklin - @HarmFranklin –  

 

Music Artist/songwriter/Influencer 

 

Harm Franklin took the music game by storm with his hit single Stunnin’ 
alongside Curtis Waters that premiered in May 2020. The single was an instant 
hit, quickly garnering over 1 billion total global streams, over 250 million on 
Spotify and propelled him to 4x platinum success which also lead to being 
nominated for 2 JUNO awards for his work on waters’ album “pity party” and the 
SOCAN award for 2021 viral hit of the year.  Rolling stone even hailed it as a top 
50 song of the year ahead of artists such as Beyoncé and the weeknd.  
 
Harm has been featured on blogs such as Billboard, Rolling Stone, Lyrical 
Lemonade, GENIUS and twice on Complex's Northern Touch Song of The Month, 
to name a few and his season 2 releases have been put on DSP editorial playlists 
such as; new music Friday, northern bars, mood ring on Spotify and new music 
daily, new in hip-hop and northern touch on apple music.  As well as being the 
cover artist on an Audiomack playlist for his newest song ‘Legendary’ which is the 
official theme song for THC dispensary in Vancouver and a cannabis brand that 
goes by the same name. 
 
To keep up with Harm Franklin, follow him on Instagram  @HarmFranklin and all 
streaming platforms @Spotify, SoundCloud, and Apple Music 
 

 

 
 
 

 
 



 



 

 
 

 
 

 

 
https://music.apple.com/us/artist/big-twins/259215810  
 
 
https://www.youtube.com/@BIGTWINZQB/videos   

 
 
@BigTwinsQB  

 

 
Jamal Abdulraheem — formerly known as Twin Gambino, currently known as BIG TWINS — is an emcee and a member of 
the groups Infamous Mobb (IM3) and Mobb Deep. Friends since childhood, the Infamous Mobb and Mobb Deep members 
all grew up in Queensbridge housing projects in Long Island City, New York. In 1994, Big Twins made his signature raspy 
voice be known on a few freestyles with Infamous Mobb, featured on Mobb Deep's Demo Cuts mixtape. The following year, 
in 1995, Mobb Deep went on to celebrate the commercial success of their second studio album The Infamous, debuting at 
number 15 on the US Billboard 200 and number 3 on the Top R&B/Hip Hop Albums charts, featuring the street anthem 
“Shook Ones, Part II.” Since 1994, Big Twins has performed across stages In the U.S., Europe and around the world with 
Infamous Mobb and Mobb Deep. Big Twins next appeared rapping on Big Noyd's debut album Episodes of a Hustla and 
Mobb Deep's following 1996 album Hell on Earth. Big Twins appeared on Mobb Deep’s subsequent albums, Murda Muzik 

and Infamy, as well as many mixtapes.  
In 1999, Infamous Mobb entered into a recording deal with Virgin Records, and performed at major venues during the 
Anger Management Tour in 2000. Big Twins appeared on Nas' QB Finest compilation album, as well as DJ Muggs's first Soul 
Assassins album. The Infamous Mobb debut album Special Edition was released in 2002, and features extensive production 
by The Alchemist. The album was released on Infamous Mobb's own IM3 label and distributed by Landspeed Records. In 
2004, Infamous Mobb released Blood Thicker Than Water Vol. 1 on the IM3 label and distributed by Monopolee Records.  
 
In 2019, Big Twins collaborated with J-Hood to release the Infamous in the Hood album, and also appeared on J-Hood’s 
Pesci album. Big Twins recently released a new album titled Queensbridge in 2020, entirely produced by Dirty Diggs, 
featuring guest vocalists Infamous Mobb, Willie the Kid, Planet Asia and more. Infamous Chefs is a global hip culinary 
organization established in 2016 by Big Twins and Blu Cheez. Together, they offer hosting, catering and private event 
services. Big Twins recently appeared on Viceland’s food travel show Fuck, That's Delicious, starring Action Bronson.  
 

  
 
BIG TWINS & TWIZ BEAT PRO “ROTTEN APPLE” 
 (FEAT. PRODIGY) OFFICIAL VIDEO  
 

 
BIG TWINS X DIRTY DIGGS- WILDIN ALL YEAR 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h-cvz7uOY-w    https://www.youtube.com/@BIGTWINZQB/videos 

 

   



 



 

 
 

 
 

 

 
https://music.apple.com/us/album/air-max-king-ep/1680727700  
 
 
https://www.youtube.com/@goldchainmusic  
 
 
 
@iamtristate 

 
At first mention, most minds may conjure up images of three borders connecting. On the surface, this conclusion would be correct. 
However, if you were to look a little deeper you will find something much more intriguing. The lyrical manifestation of the balance 
between mind, body and spirit has been presented to us in the form of Tristate a.k.a. Metal Palms. A three-dimensional emcee with the 
wisdom of a prophet, the fearlessness of a gladiator and the confidence of a celestial servant. 
 
Tristate uses husky toned vibrato, clever punch lines and charismatic delivery to triangulate your position while striking you with his 
lyrical weaponry. As most emcees seek to tow the line, Tristate’s mission is to set the standard and then exceed it. Born in Los Angeles, 
CA, Tristate has been spittin rhymes professionally since 1992. His powerful message has earned him a tremendous amount of respect 
among his peers. He’s worked with the likes of Ne-Yo, King T, X Clan, Ras Kass, Alchemist, The Alkaholiks, Kurupt, Busta Rhymes and many 
others. 
 
Which speaks volumes about his abilities as an emcee. Tristate is one third of the super human Alchemist produced group Durag Dynasty. 
Alchemist gave him the certified stamp of approval saying “Tristate is a professional word wizard with extreme technicalities for 
patterns.” He has blessed tracks by some of Hip Hop’s most talented producers such as, DJ Khalil (Self-Scientific, Dr. Dre, Drake, Jay Z, 
Raekwon, G-UNIT and the Game), Thayod Ausar (Xzibit and Lloyd Banks), Soul Nana of The System Music Productions (The Cheetah Girls, 
Don Yute, EA Sports and MTV’s “Yo Mama”), Sa Ra Creative Partners for Good Music (Kanye West, Bilal, Black Eyed Peas and Pharoahe 
Monch), Evidence, OhNo, Madlib and of course The Alchemist (Durag Dynasty). 
 
A true enemy of the current state of Hip Hop, Tristate feels compelled to offer an alternative to the all too often mundane choices. His 
versatility has been documented through his work with the previously mentioned artists. Further establishing his credentials is his 
membership in the G.C.M. (Gold Chain Military) / General Monks and Durag Dynasty. He has set the underground scene on fire with co-
members Planet Asia, Ben Buford, Killa Kali, Sav Killz, Montage One and Turbin. His latest project titled “3 Dimensional Prescriptions” 
produced entirely by OhNo has already garnished a few albums of the year nods from some of the cultures most respected figures. More 
than your run of the mill studio rapper, TriState has shared the stage with the talents of Styles P of the Lox, X-Clan, Wu Tang Clan, Heltah 
Skeltah, Hieroglyphics, Large Professor, Dilated People’s, Pharoahe Monch and a host of others. A tri- lateral, tri- dimensional explosion is 
coming your way through Tristate 

 

  
DURAG DYNASTY (FT. PRODIGY) - FISH MEAT (PROD. 
ALCHEMIST) 
 

TRISTATE "SAUVIGNON BLANC" (OFFICIAL VIDEO) 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rep6LQ7-cg4  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I0rP_0tf2RE  

 

   



 

 
 

THE ORGANIZERS 
 

LIVE VISION INC 
@livevision 

 
MARKED UP 
@markedupevents 

 
 

 
FRESH N DOPE 
@freshndope_net 
 
 

 
NORTHERN 
POWER SUMMIT 
@northernpowersummit  
JAH MISSION 
PRODUCTIONS 
@jahmission 

 
 


